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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Data Scientist needs to migrate an existing on-premises ETL
process to the cloud. The current process runs at regular time
intervals and uses PySpark to combine and format multiple large
data sources into a single consolidated output for downstream
processing.
The Data Scientist has been given the following requirements to
the cloud solution:
- Combine multiple data sources.
- Reuse existing PySpark logic.
- Run the solution on the existing schedule.
- Minimize the number of servers that will need to be managed.
Which architecture should the Data Scientist use to build this
solution?
A. Write the raw data to Amazon S3. Create an AWS Glue ETL job
to perform the ETL processing against the input data. Write the
ETL job in PySpark to leverage the existing logic. Create a new
AWS Glue trigger to trigger the ETL job based on the existing
schedule. Configure the output target of the ETL job to write
to a "processed" location in Amazon S3 that is accessible for

downstream use.
B. Write the raw data to Amazon S3. Schedule an AWS Lambda
function to submit a Spark step to a persistent Amazon EMR
cluster based on the existing schedule. Use the existing
PySpark logic to run the ETL job on the EMR cluster. Output the
results to a "processed" location in Amazon S3 that is
accessible for downstream use.
C. Use Amazon Kinesis Data Analytics to stream the input data
and perform real-time SQL queries against the stream to carry
out the required transformations within the stream. Deliver the
output results to a "processed" location in Amazon S3 that is
accessible for downstream use.
D. Write the raw data to Amazon S3. Schedule an AWS Lambda
function to run on the existing schedule and process the input
data from Amazon S3. Write the Lambda logic in Python and
implement the existing PySpark logic to perform the ETL
process. Have the Lambda function output the results to a
"processed" location in Amazon S3 that is accessible for
downstream use.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Kinesis Data Analytics can not directly stream the input data.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure Migrate project that has the following
assessment properties:
Target location: East US
Storage redundancy: Locally redundant.
Comfort factor: 2.0
Performance history: 1 month
Percentile utilization: 95th
Pricing tier: Standard
Offer: Pay as you go
You discover the following two virtual machines:
A virtual machine named VM1 that runs Windows Server 2016 and
has 10 CPU cores at 20 percent utilization A virtual machine
named VM2 that runs Windows Server 2012 and has four CPU cores
at 50 percent utilization How many CPU cores will Azure Migrate
recommend for each virtual machine? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE:Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 2: 4
4 *0.50 * 0.95* 2 = 3.8
Note: The number of cores in the machines must be equal to or
less than the maximum number of cores (128 cores) supported for

an Azure VM.
If performance history is available, Azure Migrate considers
the utilized cores for comparison. If a comfort factor is
specified in the assessment settings, the number of utilized
cores is multiplied by the comfort factor.
If there's no performance history, Azure Migrate uses the
allocated cores, without applying the comfort factor.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/concepts-assessm
ent-calculation

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
Match the HP operational support service with the level of care
it provides.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Standard care - Support Plus 24 for minimum recommended support
Basic Care - Proactive Care 24x7 for business-critical
environments Optimized Care - Proactive Care 24x7 for
mission-critical environments.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two statements are true about route leaking in a Level
1-Level 2 network environment? (Choose two.)
A. Level 2 internal routes can be leaked into Level 1, but
require a policy.
B. Level 1 external routes are leaked into Level 2 without a
policy if the wide-metrics parameter is configured.
C. Level 2 external routes are leaked into Level 1 without a
policy if the wide-metrics parameter is configured.
D. Level 1 internal routes can be leaked into Level 2, but
require a policy.
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
B: Normally, IS-IS metrics can have values up to 63. The total
cost to a destination is the sum of the metrics on all outgoing
interfaces along a particular path from the source to the
destination. By default, the total path metric is limited to
1023. This metric value is insufficient for large networks and
provides too little granularity for traffic engineering,
especially with high-bandwidth links. A wider range of metrics
is also required if route leaking is used.
C: By default, IS-IS protocol leaks routing information from a
Level 1 area to a Level 2 area.

However, to leak routing information from a Level 2 area to a
Level 1 area, an export policy must be explicitly configured.
References:
https://www.juniper.net/techpubs/en_US/junos16.1/topics/example
/example- configuring-is-is-route-leaking-L2-to-L1.html
http://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos14.1/topics/top
ic-map/isis-wide- metrics.html
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